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DEFINATION 



STRUCTURE OF CELL MEMBRANE



MECHANISM OF DRUG ABSORPTION

1. Passive diffusion

2. Carrier Mediated transport

1. Active transport

2. Facilitated diffusion

3. Pore transport

4. Ionic or Electrochemical diffusion

5. Ion Pair transport

6. Endocytosis



Passive Diffusion

Characteristics:

 Common

 Occurs along concentration 

gradient non selective

 Not saturable

 Requires no energy

 No carrier is needed

 Depends on lipids solubility 

 Depends on pKa of drug – pH 

of medium 



Active Diffusion

Characteristics:

 Relatively unusual

 Occurs against concentration gradient

 Requires carrier and energy

 Specific

 Saturable

 Iron, K, Na, Ca

 Uptake of levodopa by brain





Facilitated Diffusion

Characteristics:

 Occurs along the 

concentration gradient

 Requires carrier

 Saturable 

 Structure specific

 No energy required

 Mixed order kinetics

 Monosaccharides, Amino 

acids, Vitamins



 Also known as convective 
transport, bulk transport, 
filtration.

 Important in absorption of low 
molecular weight (less than 
100), low molecular size 
(smaller than the diameter of 
the pore) and generally water-
soluble drugs.

 The driving force for the 
passage of the drug is the 
hydrostatic or the osmotic 
pressure difference across the 
membrane. 

Pore Transport



 Charge on membrane influences the permeation of drugs.

 Molecular forms of solutes are unaffected by the membrane charge and permeate 
faster than ionic forms.

 The permeation of anions and cations is also influence by pH.  

 Once inside the membrane the cations are attached to negatively charged 
intracelluar membrane, thus giving rise to an electrical gradient.

 If the same drug is moving from a higher to lower concentration, i.e. Moving down 
the electrical gradient, the phenomenon is known as electrochemical diffusion.

 Thus, at a given pH, the rate of permeation may be as follows

Unionized molecule > anions > cations

Ionic and Electrochemical Diffusion



 It is another mechanism to expalin the absorption of such drugsw which 
ionize at all pH conditions.

 Quaternary ammonium compounds, sulfonic acids,

 Although they have low o/w partition coefficient values, they will 
penetrate the membrane by forming reversible neutral complex with 
endogenous ions

Such neutral complexes have both the required lipophilicity as well as 
aqueous solubility for passive diffusion.

Ion- Pair transport



 It involves engulfing extracelluar materials within a segment of the cell 
membrane to form a saccule or a vesicle whcih is then pinched off 
intracellularly.

 fats, starch, oil soluble vitamins, insulin

 Absorbed into lymphatic circulation by passing first pass metabolism.

Endocytosis



Pinocytosis



Factor Affecting Absorption of Drugs



B. Patient related factors:

a. age

b. gastric emptying time

c. intestinal transit time

d. Gastrointestinal pH

e. disease state

f. blood flow through the GIT

Factor Affecting Absorption of Drugs

g.  gastrointestinal contents

a. Other drugs 

b. Food

c. fuilds

h.  presystemic metabolism by

i. luminal enzymes

ii. gut wall enzymes

iii. bacterial enzymes

iv. hepatic enzymes









































3. Nature and types of dosage form: 









4. Pharmaceutical ingredients/ excipients









Patient Related Factors

 Gastric emptying apart from the dissolution of drug and as permeation 

through biomembrane, the passage from stomach to small intestine, called 

gastric emptying  also be a rate limiting step in absorption because the major 

site of drug absorption is intestine.

It is advisable where,

 Rapid onset of drug is desired,

 Drug not stable in gastric fluid,

 Dissolution occurring in intestine










































